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A FORMULA FOR THE OBSTRUCTION TO TRANSVERSALITY 
S. PAPASTAVRIDIS 
(Recehed 22 December 197 1) 
THE PURPOSE of this note is to prove a formula which gives the obstruction to transversality 
for elements of x,+,,+,(T(o)), w h ere w is the universal spherical fibration. 
I understand that G. Brumfiel has obtained a similar result. 
Let us fix the notation. BG is the classifying space for spherical fibrations, and B(u,+,) 
the space obtained from BG by killing the q + 1 Wu class aqfl by mapping B into K(Z,, 
q + 1). Let w(uq+t) be pull-back of o over B(u,+r ). The main reference for all these is [I]. 
As a consequence of the work of L. Jones [3], N. Levitt [4], F. Quinn [5], every element 
of n,+,,(T(w)) t IS ransversal, but this is not always the case with r~,+~~+r(T(o)). We will 
study this case more closely. 
The key lemma of this note is the following: 
q+r 
LEMMA 1. (Sqqfl x) u y = 1 Sq’[x u x(sq4+ l -i )y] where x, y any mod-2 cohornology 
i=O 
classes. 
Proof. We start from the second member of the equality 
q+l q+l i 
i =c, Mb u %(Q 
q+l-i)yI = C C sqjx u sqi-jx(sqq+l-i)y 
i=O j=O 
4+1 q+l 
= ,ZO & sqjx u sqi-$(sqq+‘-‘)y 
=,$I{sqjxu (~$~q~-j~(s~q+~-~))~ 
zs 
= (sqq+lx) u y. 
The last equality comes from the fact that 
q+ 1 
2 sq’-‘x(Sq 
i=j 
9+1-i) = 1; if’,” 1 i zj 
(see [71). 
Now we need some facts from [I]. 
There are maps h: 
T(a) 
wdQ+J) 
+K(Z2,q + 1) A T(w) and X: K(Z, , q + 1) A T(o) + 
K(Z,, n + 2q + 2) such that (1)X*(r) = Sqq+l(z u U) + I u uq+l u U + ,~~:,,, (W) u 
i+j=q+l 
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(wi U u) and (2) /t*(t U Cq+l_i U r/) = cq+l U Cq+l-i u Cl where I is the fundamental 
class of the K(z2 ,;) involved, U E H”(T((o)) the Thorn class and fi4+t is the unique class in 
P+‘(EG, B(r:,+,)) such that 6*L:,,t = uqcl E Hqil(BG), where 6 is the obviously inclusion 
(EC, *) + (BG, B(c ,+t>) and 8 the corresponding map on Thorn spaces T(W) + (Tc-4 
Browder proved (see [2]) that $: Sh’24C’ 
V4r$+ I>) 
+ T(W) is rrot transversal if and only if SO4 is 
detected by the functional operation (see [6]) defined by the diagram: 
,qh+lq+l d0* . T(w) 
h 
- K(Z 2,q+l) A T(w) .--Lb w, 7 11 + 2% + 21, 
but because of (1) and Lemma 1, 
q+1 
x*(I) = c Sq’r u sqq+‘-‘U + 
i=O 
1 v vq+l u u+ 5 Sq’r u sqq+‘-‘u 
i=O 
q+l 
s= qq+1 1u I/+ lUVqcl u I/ = c sq’(l u x(sqq+I-i)U) + I u x(sqq+‘)u 
i=O 
q+1 
=igl st7i(l ” uq+l-i u W. 
Now from the previous remarks and relations (2), (3) we obtain the following: 
THEOREM. A map 4: Snczq+l -+ T(o) is transversal fund only $ 
1 
q+ 1 
0, = C Sq’d,+(Gq+l U Vq+l-i u u> [sh’2q+11 = O. 
i= I 1 
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